Abstract. The inequality X)fc=i (n -k + a)(n -k + b) sin(kx) cos(ky) > 0 (a, b £ R) is proved to hold for all n £ N and x, y £ R with 0 < x + y < tt,
Introduction
The work on this paper has been inspired by the following elegant inequality for sine sums, published by Turân [7] in 1935:
Let n, m £ N and 0 < x < n. Then 
It is due to Lukács; see Askey and Gasper [3] or Fejér [4] . Túrán needed (1.2) to study the partial sums of Fourier sine series. In 1941, Szegő [6] rediscovered (1.1) and applied it to show that the power series a kZ k is regular and univalent for |z| < 1, if the sequence {a/J is monotonic of order 3.
Inequality (1.3) has a remarkable application in the theory of absolutely monotonic functions. In view of the identity
where -1 < r < 1; 0 < x < 7r, see Askey and Gasper [3] , we conclude that the function /a(r)= (l-r)»(l-2or + r») i" 1 < ° < is absolutely monotonic (in the strict sense) on (0,1), that is,
for a = 0,1, 2,... and re (0,1).
Many interesting inequalities for trigonometric sums and polynomials can be found in the literature. We refer to the monographs [1, chapter 7] , [2] , [3] , [5, chapter 4] , and the references cited therein.
It is the aim of this note to offer an extension of (1.1). More precisely, we present necessary and sufficient conditions for the real parameters a, b such that
holds for all n e N and x, y £ K with 0 < cc + 2/ < 7r, 0 < x -y < IT.
Main result
We use the notation
fc=0 k=1
When a = 1 and 6 = 2, then £"(1,2; x) becomes the sine sum in (1.1). The following extension of inequality (1.1) is valid. Proof. First, we assume that (2.1) is valid for all n > 1 and x, y with 0 < x + y < w, 0 < x -y < n. We set y = 0. Then, x £ (0,7r) and we obtain, for n = 1 and n = 2, respectively: ab sin (a) > 0 (2. We let x tend to ir. Then, (2.5) gives a + b+1 > ab.
Next, we suppose that (2.2) is valid. In order to prove (2.1) it suffices to show that
Sn(a, b;x) > 0 for n> 1 and 0 < x < tt. (2.6) Indeed, if we replace x by x + y and x -y, respectively, in (2.6), then
Sn(a, b\x + y) + Sn(a, b\x-y) 2 n = ^ (n -k + a)(n -k + b) sin(fcx) cos(ky). k=l

Using the identity (k + a)(k + b) = (k -l)k + (a + b + 1 -ab)k + ab(k + 1)
we obtain
,2;X) + (a + 6 + 1 -ab)Tn-\(x) + abTn(x).
Applying (1.1), (1.3), and (2.2) reveals that (2.6) holds. 
8) k=1
We set n = 2N -1 with TV > 1 and sum the two terms given in (2.7) and (2. Proof. We assume that 0<a6<a + 6+ l and x0 € (0,7r). Then we obtain from (2.9) with y = 0: 
